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Abstract

The paper presents a novel method for writer identification based on sparse

representation of handwritten structural primitives, called graphemes or fra-

glets. The proposed method is different from the existing grapheme based

methods as the earlier methods use vector quantization based coding (clus-

tering method) to get a document descriptor, while the proposed method

uses sparse coding for the same. Literature shows that the sparse coding

outperforms vector quantization in many real life applications including face

recognition. Sparse coding can achieve comparatively much lower reconstruc-

tion error. Secondly, the sparsity allows representation to be specialized and

can capture a writer specific features more accurately. Graphemes (fraglets)

extracted from a document are represented in terms of Fourier and wavelet

descriptors because the fraglet contour may be well described by its global as

well as local characteristics. Wavelet descriptors also give a multi-resolution
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representation of the shape. Results have shown that even with a smaller

codebook (than the earlier reported systems), the proposed method achieves

better performance.

Keywords: Sparse coding, grapheme, Fourier descriptors, wavelet

descriptors, writer identification.

1. Introduction1

Authentication of a person based on his (her) handwriting is one of the2

oldest biometric hallmarks. Even in the modern digital era, handwriting3

based authentication is frequently used for legal and general official purposes.4

Research in the area of automated writer identification is more than three5

decades old and there are enormous literature available in this domain. Be-6

sides the extensive reserach in this domain, the large intra-writer variations7

(also called natural variation in forensic literature) has made this problem8

still open in pattern recognition framework.9

One of the earliest researchers who has contributed towards systematic10

examination of questioned documents including writer recognition, though11

manual, is Osborne (Osborne, 1929). A comprehensive review of the work12

done before 1989 is given in (Plamondon and G.Lorrete, 1989). Recent13

findings of the work done in this domain, may be found in (Bulacu and14

Schomaker, 2007; Plamondon and Srihari, 2000).15

Automatic writer identification is using one of the two strategies: (i) text16

dependent and (ii) text independent (Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007). The text17
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dependent approaches are based on the semantic content of segmented char-18

acters/words/lines. And the respective characters/words/lines are sought19

for the identification, details may be found in (Zois and Anastassopoulos,20

2000; Franke and Koppen, 2001; Tomai et al., 2004; Srihari et al., 2002;21

Zhang and Srihari, 2003). Text independent approaches, on the other hand,22

do not depend on the semantic content. Text independent methods may23

also be attempted in one of the two ways: (i) whole document is consid-24

ered as a text block and structural and textural features are extracted (Said25

et al., 1998; Marti et al., 2001; Hertel and Bunke, 2003) from the entire26

document/paragraph/line, or (ii) the grapheme based codebooks (Schomaker27

and Bulacu, 2004; Bensefia et al., 2005b,a; Bulacu and Schomaker, 2007)28

are prepared. In case of grapheme based method, content of the document29

is segmented into graphemes (or small fragments of text) and a codebook30

is prepared using some clustering techniques. Each of the fragments in the31

test document is represented in terms of exactly one codeword (or fraglet)32

of the codebook (collection of fragments obtained from clustering). The his-33

togram of fragments is used as a descriptor of the document and used for the34

identification purpose.35

The main drawback of clustering based method is that each fragment of36

the document is represented by one and only one fraglet of the codebook.37

There may be situations when it is not possible to represent a fragment38

with exactly one fraglet of the codebook. The fact may be clear from the39

illustration shown in Figure 1. One can see from the figure that the test40
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fragment (a) can not be precisely represented by any of the fraglets shown41

in the codebook (b). This kind of problem may be avoided, at least for the42

given illustration, by taking a combination of some fraglets present in the43

codebook. For example, the test fragment (a) of the figure may closely be44

represented as some combination of the first and the second fraglets of the45

codebook (b).46

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Illustrates coding of fraglets. (a) Query fraglet, and (b) codebook of fraglets.

Sparse coding is based on similar concepts. The contributions of the47

present work are two-fold; first, to propose a text independent writer iden-48

tification system, which is based on sparse coding. The approach is based49

on the assumption that an individual writer generates a particular kind of50

structural primitives (graphemes or fraglets) and the writing habits of that51

particular writer can be represented as a combination of such structural prim-52

itives. Representation of graphemes as a combination of Fourier and wavelet53
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coefficients may be considered as another significant contribution of the pa-54

per. By doing so the fragment signatures have got both global as well as55

local characteristics. Another advantage of such representation is that it can56

easily be made translation, rotation and scale invariant.57

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 give a brief descrip-58

tion of Fourier and wavelet descriptors and sparse coding respectively. The59

proposed writer identification system is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5,60

we discuss experimental results along with the description of the database61

used. Section 6 concludes the paper mentioning the scope of future work.62

2. Fourier and wavelet descriptors63

Shape is one of the best forms of visual information to describe an object.64

Various shape descriptors are reported in the literature, which are broadly65

classified as contour based features and region based features (Zhang and66

Lu, 2001). In case of handwritten samples, which are mostly in binary form,67

contour based features are found effective to represent the shape. Among68

contour based features, spectral descriptors like Fourier coefficients are pop-69

ular ones. One of the advantages of the Fourier descriptors is that the first70

few low frequency coefficients of the Fourier transform capture the overall71

shape while the higher frequency terms capture its finer details. Besides,72

Fourier descriptors are easy to normalize (rotation, scale and translation)73

and preserve the overall shape information. In spite of so many advantages,74

Fourier descriptors fail to give multi-resolution representation. Wavelet de-75
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scriptors, on the other hand, provide a multi-resolution representation and76

give a coarse-to-fine details of the shape. Unlike Fourier descriptors, wavelet77

descriptors achieve localization of shape feature in both spatial and frequency78

domains. We provide, next, a brief description of both Fourier and wavelet79

descriptors.80

2.1. Fourier descriptors81

A digital boundary, consisting of R points in an order (clockwise or an-82

ticlockwise), can be written as a sequence of complex numbers as s(r) =83

x(r) + jy(r) for r = 0, 1, · · · , R − 1. Here, (x(r), y(r)), the coordinates of84

a contour point, is assumed to lie on a complex plane where x-axis is con-85

sidered as real axis and y-axis as imaginary axis. The main advantage of86

this representation is that it converts a 2-D problem to a 1-D problem. The87

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of s(r) is88

S(v) =
1

R

R−1
∑

r=0

s(r)ej2πvr/R; v = 0, 1, · · · , R− 1 (1)

The complex coefficients S(v)s are called the Fourier descriptors of the con-89

tour. Details can be found in (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). The main advan-90

tage of the Fourier descriptors is that we can make the descriptors rotation,91

translation and scale invariant using some simple operations. For example,92

by taking |S(v)|s, one can make the Fourier descriptors rotation invariant.93

Similarly, the descriptors can be made translation and scale invariant making94

first coefficient zero and one (by normalization) respectively.95
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2.2. Wavelet descriptors96

Wavelets are the functions that are generated from a single function ψ,97

known as mother wavelet, by dyadic down sampling and translations (An-98

tonini et al., 1992; Chang and Kuo, 1993). Based on the mother wavelet, the99

k-th generation daughter Haar wavelet may be defined as100

ψk,n(r) = 2−k/2ψ(2kr − n) (2)

where k and n are integers denoting scale and position respectively. Due to101

orthonormal property, the wavelet coefficients of a signal f(r) can be easily102

computed via103

Fk,n(r) =

R−1
∑

r=0

f(r)ψk,n(r) (3)

Here f(r) represents the signature of grapheme, which is nothing but a se-104

quence of distance of the contour points from its centroid (x̄, ȳ), defined as105

f(r) =
√

(x(r)− x̄)2 + (y(r)− ȳ)2 for r = 0, 1, 2, · · · , R− 1.106

3. Sparse coding107

Representation of a signal in terms of a few items of a learned dictio-108

nary has shown state-of-the-art performance in many application areas of109

signal processing, image processing, computer vision and pattern recogni-110

tion (Wright et al., 2010; Mairal et al., 2010). Like a vector quantization111

based algorithm, sparse code based algorithms can also be broken into two112

parts: (i) to learn a set of basis vectors or codewords, often called dictionary113
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or codebook, and (ii) given a dictionary of codewords, to encode an input114

vector in terms of those codewords or basis vectors. Although both steps are115

connected, it is not necessary to use the same encoding algorithm for both116

parts (Coates and Ng, 2011).117

The formulation of sparse coding relies on the basic assumption that a118

vector x ofm elements can be represented as a combination of (not necessarily119

orthogonal) a set of m dimensional basis vectors or codewords Dm×K =120

[d1,d2,d3, · · · ,dK ] from a dictionary (Olshausen and Field, 1996):121

x =

K
∑

i=1

aidi = Da (4)

where di ∈ R
m and a ∈ R

K is the sparse code vector, where a = (a1, a2, · · · , aK)
T .122

Choosing an appropriate dictionary D is an important task in learning123

phase of the sparse coding based method. Here, ais are the coefficients and124

are desired mostly to be zero for a sparse representation. Now, a sparse125

model may be formulated as an optimization problem by constructing the126

following cost functions to be minimized (Olshausen and Field, 1996):127

E = [Reconstruction error] + λ[sparseness of weight vector a] (5)

where λ is a positive constant that regulates the importance of the first term128

with respect to the second. The first term tries to minimize the reconstruction129

error, and the second term introduces the sparsity and tries to make only a130

few ais to be non-zero.131
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The reconstruction error may be defined as a least square error between132

the actual vector and the reconstructed vector as133

[Reconstruction error] =
m
∑

h=1

[xh −
K
∑

i=1

aidih]
2 = ||x−Da||2 (6)

such that the p-th norm of the weight vector be sufficiently small, i.e., ||ai||p <134

Tth. The threshold Tth being a small integer number imposes sparsity (2nd135

term of equn. (5)) in the representation. Detailed treatment of sparse coding136

and its applications may be found in (Wright et al., 2010; Mairal et al., 2010;137

Coates and Ng, 2011). Suppose the collection of training data is represented138

as X = (x1,x2, · · · ,xN). During the learning stage, the dictionary D and139

the corresponding weight vectors A = (a1, a2, · · · , aN ) for N training data140

are both unknown and are both estimated alternatively until the system141

stabilizes. That means, given a set of training data X and size K of the142

dictionary, the training phase gives out a dictionary D such that each of143

the data vector xi can be represented using D maintaining sparsity. In the144

analysis phase, on the other hand, given the dictionary D, a test vector x is145

sparse coded following the equn. (4).146

4. Proposed writer identification system147

As shown in the Figure 2, the proposed method is based on representing148

the graphemes in terms of Fourier and wavelet descriptors. Then a dictionary149

or codebook is learnt from these descriptors of graphemes extracted from a150
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the proposed method. Major steps are grapheme ex-
traction, sparse representation of graphemes based on codebook followed by pooling and
finally classification.

set of document written by various writers. When a test document pertaining151

to a particular writer is examined for its authenticity, the various connected152

components present in the document is extracted. Each connected compo-153

nent is further segmented into graphemes. Each grapheme is represented by154

a vector formed by concatenating Fourier and wavelet descriptors. Since the155

dictionary of vectors representing graphemes is already learnt, the grapheme156

in hand is represented as a combination of vectors present in the dictionary.157

To represent the whole document, a pooling over all the sparse coded vectors158

is performed. Finally, the test document descriptor (which here is nothing159
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but the writer descriptor) is matched with the document descriptors (with160

writer label) present in the database using simple nearest neighbor classifier.161

Each step is explained elaborately in the following subsections.162

4.1. Extraction of graphemes163

The documents, which are used for writer identification, are mostly in164

gray-scale. The document is first converted into binary image by Otsu165

method (Otsu, 1979) followed by connected component labeling. Then con-166

tour of each component is traced. To segment the connected component into167

graphemes, minima of lower and upper contours are sought. The contour168

of connected component is then segmented at the minima of lower contour169

which is proximal to a minima in upper contour (Schomaker and Bulacu,170

2004).171

All the graphemes extracted from the documents may not possess signif-172

icant information for writer identification. We select only those graphemes,173

which have number of contour points greater than a threshold. This thresh-174

old is taken to be (mean - standard error) computed over all the graphemes175

present in all the documents. Standard error is the standard deviation of176

means of all the samples extracted from a population. This criterion fil-177

ters out the graphemes of contour length less than the true mean of whole178

population of graphemes.179
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4.2. Representation of graphemes using Fourier and wavelet features180

Once the graphemes of desired length are extracted from a document,181

we represent the contour of each grapheme in terms of Fourier and wavelet182

descriptors. To represent a grapheme in terms of Fourier descriptors, we183

take first 32 Fourier coefficients of coordinate of contour points. The number184

of Fourier coefficients is decided based on some preliminary experiments on185

the dataset. Finally, the Fourier coefficients are made rotation, translation,186

scaling and starting point invariant, the same way as mentioned in Section 2.187

To do so, the first and the second Fourier descriptors has to be zero and one188

respectively. Thus only 30 Fourier coefficients are actually contributing for189

the representation.190

For the present problem, a grapheme is also represented using Haar191

wavelet descriptors. First, the centroid of the contour points is determined.192

Then a signature curve is generated by computing distance of each contour193

point from this centroid. The signature curve is normalized and is treated194

as a one-dimensional periodic function. A graphical representation of a sig-195

nature curve for a grapheme is shown in Figure 3. Wavelet features are then196

extracted from this signature curve. For the present problem, we decom-197

pose the signature function up to fifth level using Haar wavelet transform198

and then the energy of each of the frequency bands are calculated. Thus a199

wavelet descriptors of 6 elements is obtained. On a preliminary experimen-200

tation on the dataset, it was found that the energy of these six frequency201

bands provide a satisfactory representation of the shape of a grapheme and202
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makes the descriptors suitable for multi-resolution analysis.203

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Illustrates extraction of contour signature from graphemes. (a) Grapheme ex-
tracted from a document, (b) contour extracted from the grapheme, and (c) the signature
curve obtained from the contour.

As discussed in Section 2, Fourier and wavelet gives two different kinds204

of representation of a grapheme. While Fourier descriptors give some kind205

of global nature of grapheme shape; wavelet descriptors provide localized206

multi-resolution information with coarse-to-fine details. A combination of207

these two descriptors may represent a grapheme more accurately. For appro-208

priate representation of the shape of a grapheme, we concatenate these two209

descriptors as:210

< Fourier descriptor, µ × wavelet descriptor >211

where µ controls their relative importance. Thus each grapheme is repre-212

sented by a feature vector of 36 elements. We call this vector as grapheme213

vector.214

4.3. Learning a codebook of graphemes215

A number of graphemes (N) are extracted from all the training documents216

written by writers. Each grapheme is represented as a column vector (say,217

xi ∈ R
m) of m elements. The whole data set X ∈ R

m×N considered as X =218
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[x1,x2, · · · ,xN ] is used to learn a dictionary D ∈ R
m×K . Each column of the219

dictionary represents a codeword or a basis vector, dk ∈ R
m. Each grapheme220

vector xi ∈ X is supposed to be reconstructed using a linear combination of221

vectors present in the dictionary. Let ai ∈ R
K be the reconstruction coeffi-222

cients vector for the grapheme vector xi corresponding to the dictionary D.223

The coefficient matrix for the whole dataset used to learn the dictionary, may224

be written as AK×N = [a1, a2, a3, · · · , aN ]225

The goal is to design (learn) a dictionary D such that X ⋍ DA, where226

the value of ||ai||p should be sufficiently small, the small value of ||ai||p as well227

as sparsity of ai is usually determined by a threshold Tth. This requirement228

may be formulated as an optimization problem as229

(A⋆,D⋆) = argminA,D(||X−DA||2 + λ||A||p) (7)

The value of p may be 0 or 1 or 2, depending on either L0 or L1 or L2 norms230

respectively is utilized to solve the problem. In the dictionary learning phase,231

as stated in Section 3, both D and A are unknown. So, they are estimated232

alternatively keeping the other one fixed and iteration continues until the233

system stabilizes. In the present work, we use SPAMS to learn the dictionary.234

SPAMS (SPArse Modelling Software) is an open-source optimization tool-235

box which provides a very fast and efficient platform to learn the dictionary236

following equn. (7). For learning the dictionary, the matrix factorization al-237

gorithm due to (Mairal et al., 2010) which has been included in SPAMS, is238
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used. Also a model selection method, called ‘Least Angle Regression Algo-239

rithm (LARS)’ (Efron et al., 2004) which is utilized for efficient sparse de-240

composition, has also been included in SPAMS. Details of these algorithms241

may be found in the respective papers while the details of SPAMS may be242

found at (SPAMS, 2011).243

4.4. Document (writer) descriptor244

Each grapheme vector of a test document, written by a specific writer,245

can be represented in terms of a combination of basis vectors or codewords246

present in the estimated dictionary of size K. Given the dictionary D⋆, each247

grapheme vector is now sparse coded as248

a = argminα(||x−D⋆α||2 + λ||α||p) (8)

Since the document contains many graphemes, we need to combine these249

grapheme vectors by means of some statistics of the codewords to repre-250

sent the document. Two kinds of statistics are utilized for the task in the251

literature (Yang et al., 2009).252

A document having M number of graphemes, may be written as YK×M .253

ThusYK×M consists ofM number of sparse code vectors ai that are arranged254

in it as columns of K elements. Finally, the document is represented by a255

vector z of K elements formed by combining the sparse code of the document256

either by average pooling or by max pooling.257

The k−th element of vector z due to average pooling over sparse codes258
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may be expressed as259

zk =

M
∑

j=1

|ykj| (9)

whereas the one due to max pooling may be defined as260

zk = max{|yk1|, |yk2|, |yk3|, · · · , |ykM |} (10)

Thus the vector z represents a kind of distribution of different kinds of261

graphemes present in a document which is supposed to have a strong re-262

lation to the writing style of a writer.263

4.5. Identification of a writer264

Finally, for the identification of a writer, a nearest neighbor classifier is265

utilized in the space of coefficient vectors z. The results are reported both266

in terms of nearest neighbor (Top 1) and also a hit in a list of 10 nearest267

matches (Top 10). Results are explained in the following section.268

5. Experimental results and discussion269

This section presents the results of the proposed method for writer iden-270

tification. We have tested the algorithm on IAM dataset (Marti and Bunke,271

2002). The proposed system is analyzed and compared with some exist-272

ing systems which used similar framework (i.e., codebook or dictionary of273

graphemes) and reported results on the same database.274
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5.1. Description of dataset275

The IAM off-line handwriting database is one of the frequently used hand-276

writing database for evaluation purpose. The database contains forms of277

handwritten English text. It includes as many as 657 writers. The number278

of forms (transcript) written by a writer varies from 1 to 59. Out of 657279

writers, 356 writers have written only a single page. Other 301 writers have280

written two pages or more. Here, for the experimentation, we include at most281

two documents written by each of the 650 writers. Note that among these282

650 writers, 350 writers have only one document while other 300 writers have283

2 documents. To utilize all the 650 writers, in experimentation, a fraction284

of document (say, P%) of each of the writer is taken randomly for dictio-285

nary learning as well as for training and the remaining data ((100 − P )%)286

for testing. A fraction of document is also used to optimize the parameters287

like regularization constant (λ), the weight parameter µ used to concatenate288

Fourier and wavelet descriptors and the size of the dictionary, K.289

5.2. Results and discussion290

Besides having a number of advantages, one of the drawback of the text-291

independent writer recognition is that there should be an adequate amount292

of writing such that the characteristics of a writer should be captured. In our293

experiment, we have divided each document into 10 parts. Out of these 10294

parts, say, P parts are used for dictionary learning as well as for training and295

(10 − P ) parts are used for testing. Performance of the system versus P is296
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shown in Figure 4 , keeping other parameters fixed (µ = 0.15 and λ = 0.15).297

Since a document written by a writer in IAM database contains text ranging298

from 2 to 11 lines (or 80 to 600 graphemes), a small part of a document may299

not contain an adequate amount of writing to represent a writer. Figure 4300

reveals the dependency of the system on the fraction of writing used for301

dictionary learning. It shows poor performance (due to improper dictionary302

learning) for low value of P .303
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Figure 4: Variation in performance with the fraction of document (P out of 10 parts) used
for dictionary learning

As shown in the figure, as the amount (i.e., P ) of writings (or graphemes)304

increases the performance of the system also increases. On the other hand,305

the performance of the system drops if value of P is too high. The reason for306

decrease in performance of the system for higher value of P is the decrease in307

amount (i.e., 10− P parts) of writings available for testing, which is unable308

to represent the characteristics of test writer properly. So, as expected, the309
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best result is achieved where training and test part of the data are balanced,310

i.e., keeping the sixty percent of the data for dictionary learning and forty311

percent of data for testing. For rest of the experiments, we follow the same312

partition of the data.313

A broader picture of the performance on varying P has been shown in314

Table 1. In this context, it may be noted that performance of such recognition315

system for Top L candidates is quite appealing for many forensic applications316

as it reduces the search space for human experts. In addition to the top most317

candidate, Table 1 also reveals the performance of the proposed system for318

L = 5 and 10. From the table, it is clear that although there is a huge319

variation in the performance for Top 1 candidate when P is too high, the320

performance for Top 5 and Top 10 candidates are comparatively better and321

more stable even if the size of data used for learning the dictionary is high322

or the size to test the data is low.323

Size of the dictionary (K) is one of the important parameters for any324

sparse model. In the present case, the weight parameter µ, used in con-325

catenating Fourier and wavelet descriptors, is equally important. To see the326

effect of these two parameters on the performance, we have done extensive327

experimentation varying these two parameters utilizing grid method. The328

size of dictionary is varied from 50 to 500 by an interval of 50 while the329

weight parameter µ is varied from 0 to 1 with a step size of 0.05. The per-330

formance of the system using both the average and max pooling is depicted331

in Figure 5. As shown in the figure, the average pooling outperforms the332
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Table 1: Performance of the proposed method with the no. of partition used for dictionary
learning

No. of parts used for Performance
dictionary learning and

as test data Top1 Top5 Top10
as training data

One Nine 40.79 62.68 72.60
Two Eight 62.40 81.89 88.13
Three Seven 75.80 89.95 95.43
Four Six 81.13 93.46 96.96
Five Five 85.54 95.74 98.02
Six Four 88.43 97.26 99.24

Seven Three 86.30 95.28 98.33
Eight Two 83.11 94.22 97.72
Nine One 67.12 87.82 91.32

max pooling method. The region marked with the circle is the region where333

the performance is optimum. In the case of average pooling, performance334

of the system with a dictionary size 100 to 250 and the value of µ between335

0.1 and 0.5 falls in high performance region. On the other hand, in case of336

max pooling, a dictionary size of 200 to 500 and µ=0.15 to 0.75 gives the337

best results. However, the maximum accuracy of 88.43% is achieved for av-338

erage pooling (µ=0.15, dictionary size=200) and the maximum accuracy of339

73.21% for max pooling (µ=0.75, dictionary size=300). The range of µ in340

both plots of Figure 5 suggests that the value of µ is not very critical and can341

be selected from a wide interval. However, for a better understanding of the342

dependency of performance on dictionary size, a plot of performance versus343

size of dictionary at µ = 0.15 is shown in Figure 6. This figure also shows344

the fact that the performance of the system gets stable using a dictionary345
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Figure 5: Performance of the system with varying size of dictionary and weight parameter
µ for (a) average pooling and (b) max pooling. The circled area depicts the region of
maximum performance.

size 200 or more for average pooling.346

The regularization parameter λ gives a trade-off between the reconstruc-347

tion error and the coefficients of the basis vectors. The optimization of reg-348
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Figure 6: Variation in performance with dictionary size.
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Figure 7: Performance of the system with varying size of dictionary and regularization
parameter λ. Average pooling has been considered for describing the writer (document).
The circled area depicts the region of maximum performance.

ularization parameter may be considered as a crucial step. In an effort to349

optimize the value of λ, we do some experiments on a fraction (P ) of the data350

while varying λ (from 0 to 1 with step size 0.5) and size of the dictionary351
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Table 2: Comparison of performance of grapheme based methods reported on IAM
database.

System No. of writers Size of the Performance
dictionary Top 1 Top 10

Bensefia et al. (2005b) 150 ***1 86.00 97.00
Bulacu and Schomaker (2007) 650 400 80.00 94.00
Siddiqi and Vincent (2010) 650 100 84.00 96.00

Proposed Method 650
200 88.43 99.24
100 86.75 98.63

(from K = 50 to 500 with a step size 50). Since average pooling has given352

better performance than the max pooling, we adopt only average pooling353

for these experiments. Figure 7 depicts its outcomes. From the figure, one354

can see a general trend that as both λ and K increases there is a decrease355

in performance. However, the region of optimum performance is between356

λ = 0.1 to 0.5 and K = 100 to 250. The area is marked with a circle.357

Since λ = 0.15 with dictionary size 200 gives the best performance, we take358

λ = 0.15 throughout the experiments, in this paper.359

Comparison of the proposed system with the state-of-the-art methods360

available is a usual practice to establish the efficacy of the new method. Of-361

ten, it is not easy to provide a fair comparison between the systems. It is362

mostly due to lack of a common reference database and the large variability363

in the experiments carried out with different choice of parameters. In Ta-364

ble 2, we show a comparison of only grapheme based methods reported for365

1Not apparent from the paper.
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IAM database. For comparison purposes, the proposed method is tested for366

size 100 and 200, and the accuracy is measured as both Top 1 and Top 10367

outcomes. From the table, one can see that the proposed system performs368

better than the other three systems, with a recognition accuracy of 88.43%369

to select the top most candidate and 99.24% for Top 10.370

Computational complexity is always be an area of serious concern for371

a pattern recognition system. Besides knowing the fact that sparse coding372

based dictionary learning with SPAMS is much faster than a clustering based373

dictionary learning, the size of dictionary is one of the crucial parameters374

for dictionary based writer identification system. This directly influences the375

computational cost of the system and is needed to be explored. Keeping other376

parameters fixed, lesser the size of the dictionary be, faster is the system.377

In Figure 6, we have seen that the proposed system is mostly insensitive to378

the dictionary of size more than 100 and there is only a marginal variation379

in the performance of the system beyond this size. In Table 2, comparison380

of performance with the size of the dictionary is also noted. From the table,381

one can see that the proposed system is superior to the other ones also in382

terms of computational complexity (i.e., size of the dictionary). Even with383

a dictionary size 100, the performance of the proposed system is the best384

among the refereed systems.385

Although, the proposed system utilizes whole IAM database for the ex-386

perimentation purposes, it would be interesting to see how the proposed387

system behaves while varying the number of writers in the database. To388
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see the performance against the number of writers, we select n number of389

writers out of 650 writers randomly and evaluate the performance of the sys-390

tem. This experiment is repeated 50 times and an average is noted as %391

accuracy. In Figure 8, we have shown this result varying n from 5 to 650.392

From the figure, one can see the performance of the system decreases as the393

number of writer increases. The decrease in the performance is obvious as394

the nearest neighbor classifier has to be compared with the larger number of395

writers where inter-writer distinction reduces progressively. Although rate396

of decrease in performance is high till 150 writers and it goes down as the397

number of writers increases.398
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Figure 8: Performance of the proposed system with different number of writers. The
performance is shown as identification rate, as Top 1 candidate.
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6. Conclusion399

In this paper, we have proposed a novel sparse coding based forensic writer400

identification. The proposed algorithm is different from earlier reported dic-401

tionary based writer identification techniques in the sense that the former use402

sparse coding to represent a grapheme as a combination of codewords present403

in the dictionary. Secondly, the earlier methods represent the graphemes in404

terms of contour in spatial domain and generate the codebook by cluster-405

ing. On the other hand, the proposed method represents the graphemes in406

terms of Fourier and wavelet descriptors and learns dictionary through sparse407

modeling system. Results show that the proposed method provides a better408

representation of graphemes and achieves better identification of a writer.409

Even in the case, where the number of grapheme is very low, the proposed410

method appears to be useful. Extension of the proposed method for a larger411

database and using some other dictionary learning techniques are some useful412

future works.413
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